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OBJECTIVES:

* To enhance the quick mental calculations and logical thinklng skills of the learners.
':' To provide them experience and active participation in the application of mathematical skills

in daily tife.

.} To emphasize problem-solving, critical and creative thinking and deep understanding.
DESCRIPTION:

"Matlte,+nattr* i* not aJ>out vu.++iltery, equafi,orw @fip11fufi,ofi,y, or algorithmt: it tyd>out
una*:ttanaLnA" - Will,Laru?a,uLTlvowttow

l'i::'ei:'a::'c s an ;:rcLspensa3le sub;ect of study. It plays an important role in forming the basis of
all other sciences which deal with the material substance of space and time. Mathematics makes our
llfe orderly and prevents chaos. ceftain qualities that are nuftured by mathematics are power of
reasoning, creativity, abstract or spatiai thinking, critical thinking, problem-solving ability and even
effective communication skills. Keeping the same in mind, a Students, Workshop on .Amazing and
creative Mathematics' was conducted. The resource person initiated the session with a brain
stormtng session based on 'Importance of Mathematics'. Discussion on 'Fear of Mathematics, and
monotony of solving a question using long calculations was also held. She then shared some
interesting tricks for quick calculation of multiplication and division with the learners. within few
seconds, the learners could correctly solve the questions using those tricks. The innovative methods
of Vedic Mathematics shared enhanced the quick calculation skill and mental ability of the learners.
Thereafter, learners were called to solve the questions which boosted their confidence and
strengthened their understanding. The resource person patienily clarified the doubts of the young
learners at the end of the session. overall, it was a great learning opportunity for the learners as it
helped in eliminating the fear of mathematics and made performing calculations interesting, The
,',orkshop was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.
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